BROWNLOW
Sir William Brownlow, 4th Bt (1665–1702) \{Kneller\} 1st Dorothy Mason (1655–1700)
\{\} John Brownlow, 1st Viscount Tyrconnel (1691–1754sp), KB 1725, FRS 1735 \{Faber Jervas; Mercier\} 1st Eleanor Brownlow (1691–1730) \{Closterman; Jervas; Mercier\}
\{\} 2nd 1732 Elizabeth Cartwright (–1780)
\{\} Anne Brownlow (1694–1779) \{Seaman\} 1717 Sir Richard Cast, 2nd Bt (1680–1734) q.e.r.

William Brownlow of Lurgan (1726–1794)
\{\} Lieutenant-Colonel Charles Brownlow (1757–1822), 57th regiment \{English/Irish sch\} 1785 Caroline Ashe, of Bath
\{\} Charles Brownlow, Baron Lurgan (1795–1847)
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